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Abstract Despite widespread efforts to implement climate services, there is almost no literature that
systematically analyzes users' needs. This paper addresses this gap by applying a decision analysis
perspective to identify what kind of mean sea level rise (SLR) information is needed for local coastal
adaptation decisions. We ﬁrst characterize these decisions, then identify suitable decision analysis
approaches and the sea level information required, and ﬁnally discuss if and how these information needs
can be met given the state of the art of sea level science. We ﬁnd that four types of information are needed:
(i) probabilistic predictions for short‐term decisions when users are uncertainty tolerant; (ii) high‐end
and low‐end SLR scenarios chosen for different levels of uncertainty tolerance; (iii) upper bounds of SLR
for users with a low uncertainty tolerance; and (iv) learning scenarios derived from estimating what
knowledge will plausibly emerge about SLR over time. Probabilistic predictions can only be attained for the
near term (i.e., 2030–2050) before SLR signiﬁcantly diverges between low and high emission scenarios, for
locations for which modes of climate variability are well understood and the vertical land movement
contribution to local sea levels is small. Meaningful SLR upper bounds cannot be deﬁned unambiguously
from a physical perspective. Low‐ to high‐end scenarios for different levels of uncertainty tolerance and
learning scenarios can be produced, but this involves both expert and user judgments. The decision analysis
procedure elaborated here can be applied to other types of climate information that are required for
mitigation and adaptation purposes.
Plain Language Summary
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Information on future sea‐level rise (SLR) is needed for diverse
coastal adaptation decisions such as deciding on how much sand to apply for counteracting beach
erosion, designing the height and strength of coastal protection infrastructure, and planing future
developments in the coastal zone. Different kinds of decisions thereby require different kinds of SLR
information and not all kinds of information required can be delivered by the state‐of‐the‐art of sea‐level rise
science. This paper addresses this problem from the points of view of both decision science and sea‐level
rise science. We ﬁnd that three kinds of SLR information can be produced to inform coastal decision making.
First, probabilistic predictions of mean SLR can be produced for short term decisions (i.e., 2030‐2050)
and some locations. Second, high‐end sea‐level rise scenarios chosen for different levels of uncertainty
tolerance of decision makers can be developed by SLR experts assigning conﬁdence levels to available SLR
studies. Third, learning scenarios estimating what will be known about SLR at given points in the future
can further improve decision making. The procedure elaborated in this paper can be applied to other types of
climate information such as temperature or precipitation.

1. Introduction
The core aspiration of developing climate services is meeting user needs for climate information. For sea
level rise (SLR), such efforts have a long history dating back to the 1980s, with the U.S. Environmental
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Protection Agency guidance by Hoffman et al. (1983) and the U.S. National Academy of Science guidance on
“Responding to Sea‐level rise” (NRC, 1987) published 7 and 3 years before the ﬁrst Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC) report (Houghton et al., 1990), respectively. In recent years, the provision of SLR
information for coastal adaptation has grown considerably, with prominent efforts including the Dutch
Delta Commission (Katsman et al., 2011), SLR scenarios for Australia (McInnes et al., 2015), the U.K. SLR
scenarios (Lowe et al., 2009), and the United States Army Corps of Engineers guidance (USACE, 2011).
Across those efforts, it is generally recognized that providing useful SLR information requires codevelopment between researchers and users (Le Cozannet, Nicholls, et al., 2017; Oppenheimer & Alley, 2016).
Despite these efforts, there has been little empirical and systematic exploration of what kind of SLR
information users need. Many studies in the academic literature claim that they are motivated by addressing
adaptation user needs, without providing any empirical evidence of these needs (e.g., Grinsted et al., 2015;
Jevrejeva et al., 2016; Kopp et al., 2014; Le Bars et al., 2017). Empirical investigations of user needs, either
by analyzing the kind of SLR information users employ (Le Cozannet, Manceau, & Rohmer, 2017; Le
Cozannet, Nicholls, et al., 2017) or asking users what kind of information they would employ (Tribbia &
Moser, 2008), are relatively scarce. More such efforts are needed to broaden the empirical understanding
of user needs.
Asking users is, however, not the only strategy for systematically identifying SLR information needs, and
this may even lead to the production of misleading SLR information, due to well‐documented deﬁcits in
individual and social choice. On an individual level this includes, for example, systematic cognitive biases
that may prevent users from asking for the right piece of SLR information (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974).
On a social level this includes opportunistic behavior of self‐interested individuals or lobby groups shaping
political processes and thus limiting the ability to act in the social interest (Levine & Forrence, 1990). For
example, the use of certain emission or SLR scenarios may be prescribed by regulation.
This paper follows a complementary strategy for systematically identifying SLR information needs by taking
users' decisions rather than users' ﬁnal information needs as entry points and applying decision analysis
(DA) thinking. This strategy is meaningful, because different decisions require different DA methods, which
in turn require different kinds of information (Kleindorfer et al., 1993). Here we follow this procedure
(Figure 1) by ﬁrst characterizing coastal adaptation decisions (section 3), then discussing available DA
methods and SLR information appropriate for these (section 4), and ﬁnally discussing how these information needs can be met given the state of the art in sea level science (section 5) Figure 2. To handle the contested terminology used within and across the different ﬁelds of scholarship involved in this procedure, we
deﬁne relevant terms of DA and uncertainty characterization upfront (section 2).
Note that a DA perspective as elaborated here focuses on the analytical aspects of SLR information and
decision making. Beyond this there are other aspects that need to be considered, such as risk communication and stakeholder engagement processes. While these aspects fall beyond the scope of this paper, the DA
perspective offers a framework that can be used within stakeholder processes to address some of the shortcomings of decision making pointed out above. While we address information needs for coastal adaptation,
the general approach taken in this paper is applicable to other areas of climate change adaptation
and mitigation.

2. Terminology
2.1. Decision Analysis
From a DA perspective, a decision involves a predeﬁned set of alternatives (also called options) to choose
from, wherein each alternative can be a combination of coastal adaptation measures applied over time.
DA methods then help to identify alternatives that perform best or well with regards to given objectives.
Toward this end, each alternative is characterized for each possible future state of the world (e.g., for each
possible magnitude of SLR) by one or several outcome attributes, which measure any relevant social, ecological, or economic value associated with choosing and implementing the alternative (Kleindorfer et al.,
1993). Attributes commonly used include costs of adaptation alternatives; monetized and nonmonetized
beneﬁts of the SLR impacts avoided; or net present value (NPV), which is the difference between discounted
monetary beneﬁts over time and discounted costs over time.
HINKEL ET AL.
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Figure 1. Applicable decision analysis approaches and corresponding sea level information requirements, depending on
the decision horizon of coastal adaptation decisions and the uncertainty tolerance of users.

2.2. Uncertainty Characterization
Dealing with uncertainty is a key to DA, and different ways of characterizing uncertainty are used for representing future SLR and analyzing decisions. As the terminology in the literature is ambiguous, we deﬁne the
key terms used in this paper.
On a basic level, uncertainty may be characterized in terms of what is possible. Uncertainty, in a real number, for example, may be bounded if lower bounds and upper bounds can be given, whereas any number
higher (lower) than what is possible is called an upper (lower) bound. If all possibilities are known, uncertainty can be represented as an uncertainty interval [a, b] with a greatest lower bound a and a least upper
bound b, giving the lowest and highest possible SLR at a given points in time, respectively. When the full
range of uncertainty cannot be speciﬁed, as is generally the case for variables associated to human development, uncertainty may be represented by scenarios, which are sets of plausible examples of how the future
may unfold (Kahn & Wiener, 1967).
Uncertainty may also be characterized in terms of what is probable by providing a single probability density
function over the uncertainty interval. Here this is called probabilistic prediction. Note that the atmospheric
and ocean weather and climate community deﬁnes probabilistic prediction in a more narrow sense as “the
result of an attempt to produce (starting from a particular state of the climate system) an estimate of the
actual evolution of the climate in the future, for example, at seasonal, inter‐annual, or decadal time scales.”
(IPCC, 2013) In our paper, we use probabilistic prediction in the wider sense as used in decision sciences,
independent from the method applied to produce a prediction (e.g., independent from whether simulations
start from an observed state of the climate system or not; van der Pol & Hinkel, 2019).
In the domain of climate change and SLR, uncertainty is often represented in the form of probabilistic
scenarios, which are probability distributions over possible values of climate variables (e.g., sea level) at given
points in time conditional on an emission, concentration, or radiative forcing scenario (IPCC, 2013). The
dashed probability distributions in Figure 2 provide an illustration of probabilistic scenarios. Generally,
the probability distributions are given pointwise. Jackson and Jevrejeva
(2016), for example, provide future SLR for each Representative
Concentration Pathway (RCP) through 6 points of the distribution (i.e.,
the 5th, 17th, 50th, 83rd, 95th, and 99th percentiles).
A further distinction important for this paper is the one between shallow
and deep uncertainty. The former is the situation in which a single unambiguous probability distribution can be attached to states of the world
(here local mean SLR), and the latter the situation in which this is not
possible, because parties cannot agree on an unambiguous method for
deriving probabilities, or their subjective probability judgments differ
(Kwakkel et al., 2010; Lempert & Schlesinger, 2001; Weaver et al., 2013).

Figure 2. Illustration of representing uncertainty through probabilistic predictions, probabilistic scenarios, and high‐end/low‐end scenario ranges.

HINKEL ET AL.

Speciﬁcally for SLR, high‐end scenarios (and, more rarely, low‐end
scenarios) are used to represent possible high‐end (low‐end) SLR
(Katsman et al., 2011; Lowe et al., 2009). What high end or low end means
cannot be deﬁned formally based on possibilities or probabilities. These
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notions have been put forward precisely because both possibilities
and probabilities are difﬁcult to establish for the case of SLR as discussed
in section 4.
Finally, in some DA, learning scenarios can be used, which are sets of
scenarios estimating SLR information plausibly available at a given point
in time in the future (e.g., in 2050) about SLR beyond that point of time
(i.e., beyond 2050). Figure 3 provides a conceptual example of such learning scenarios, which consider different uncertainty ranges for the sea level
projections that will be available in the future.

Figure 3. Illustration of a low‐end (blue) and a high‐end (orange) mean sea
level rise (SLR) scenario, each combined with two learning scenarios for
2050. Learning scenario 1 assumes that SLR projections produced in 2050 for
2050 to 2100 will have the same uncertainty ranges as today (i.e., no learning
occurred). Learning scenario 2 assumes that in 2050 understanding has
improved and, hence, there is a narrower uncertainty range post‐2050.

3. Coastal Adaptation Decisions

Here we deﬁne coastal adaptation to include both adaptation to current
and to future mean and extreme sea level events such as storm tides. We
combine these two aspects, because in practice there are hardly any
“pure” coastal adaptation decisions addressing SLR only. Many coasts
are already risky places today threatened by extreme sea levels that result
from combinations of storm surges, tides, waves, and river discharge and seasonal to interannual variability
(Wong et al., 2014).

Coastal decisions differ in many aspects, two of which are speciﬁcally relevant for choosing appropriate DA
frameworks and providing SLR information. The ﬁrst aspect is the decision horizon, which refers to the
planning times, response times, and lifetimes of all alternatives considered in a decision. Some coastal decisions are short term, deﬁned here as decision horizon below 30 years. This includes, for example, shore and
beach nourishment, which counteract coastal erosion or ﬂooding through artiﬁcially replacing eroded sand
and other materials. Nourishment decisions could be annual decisions but are usually repeated activities
within projects that may have lifetimes of a decade or two (Stive et al., 2013).
Longer‐term decisions, deﬁned here as those with decision horizon longer than 30 years, include ﬂood protection and other infrastructure and spatial planning decisions. Coastal protection infrastructure such as
dikes, seawalls, and breakwaters usually involve decision horizons of 30 to 100 years and more
(Burcharth et al., 2014). Major protection infrastructure such as storm surge barriers generally takes decades
to plan and implement and hence may be built for even longer lifetimes (Gilbert & Horner, 1986). Decision
horizons of over 100 years are associated with some critical infrastructure with long lifetimes, most especially nuclear power plants (Wilby et al., 2011). Similarly, land use planning, coastal risk zoning, and coastal
realignment decisions (Hino et al., 2017) may have effects that last several decades extending to over
a century.
The second aspect speciﬁcally relevant for choosing appropriate DA frameworks and SLR information is
uncertainty tolerance, which refers to the level of uncertainty a user is willing to accept (Kunreuther
et al., 2013). The lower the uncertainty tolerance, the more the user will do to avoid being exposed to uncertainty, and this needs to be considered when analyzing decisions. People are generally more uncertainty tolerant if the value at risk is relatively low. Conversely, people living in coastal areas with high densities of
populations and assets generally have a low uncertainty tolerance and prefer to protect these areas against
unlikely but possible extreme SLR (Hinkel et al., 2015; Lowe et al., 2009). Uncertainty tolerance is at its
lowest when it comes to critical infrastructure with long lifetimes, such as nuclear power plants (Wilby
et al., 2011).
Uncertainty tolerance and perception vary both within and across societies. For example, coastal risk perception can vary with gender, environmental attitudes, and political orientation (Carlton & Jacobson,
2013). Coastal uncertainty tolerance generally decreases with economic development (Hinkel et al., 2014)
and increases after a coastal disaster has been experienced (Cassar et al., 2017). On a social level, different
levels of uncertainty tolerance are revealed across countries through different coastal protection standards
and degrees to which this is formalized into law (Van der Most & Schasfoort, 2014). Coastal protection standards differ signiﬁcantly across global coastal megacities even under similar exposure and wealth (Hallegatte
et al., 2013).
HINKEL ET AL.
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Table 1
Illustration of a Decision Problem Under Uncertainty
States of the world
Alternatives

1

2

n

Expected outcome

Alternative A
Alternative B

oA,1
oB,1
…
oN,1

oA,2
oB,2
…
oN,2

oA,n
oB,n
…
oN,n

oA,1p1 + oA,2p2 + … + oA,npn
oB,1p1 + oB,2p2 + … + oB,npn
…
oN,1p1 + oN,2p2 + … + oN,npn

Alternative N

…

Note. OX,y stands for the outcome under alternative X and state‐of‐the‐world y. If probabilities are assigned to states of
the world (i.e., p1, p2, …, pn), then an expected outcome can be computed and used for ranking alternatives across states
of the world. If no probabilities can be assigned, alternatives can generally not be ranked across states of the world
because the rankings attained differ between scenarios.

4. DA Approaches and Corresponding Information Needs
This section brieﬂy presents widely used DA approaches and maps these to the kinds of coastal decisions
identiﬁed above (Figure 1). We distinguish between three general classes of DA methods. Practical cases
may have elements of all three classes rather than focusing on just one. For each class we consider what
SLR information would be required, and in the section 4 we consider if SLR science can provide
this information.
4.1. Expected Utility Maximization Versus Robust Decision Making
A major criterion for the applicability of DA approaches is whether one is confronted with a situation of
shallow or deep uncertainty (see deﬁnitions in section 2.2). In situations of shallow uncertainty, approaches
that maximize expected utility (also called risk‐based approaches) are suitable. The objective of these methods
is to identify the adaptation alternative that has the best expected outcome, which is the probability‐
weighted sum of all outcomes of an alternative in all states of the world (Briggs, 2017; Simpson et al.,
2016). The expected outcome measure thus attained for each deep alternative can be used for ranking alternatives across scenarios and choosing the best one (Table 1). A prominent example of this approach is a cost‐
beneﬁt analysis (CBA) under probabilistic uncertainty (Graham, 1981), which maximizes expected NPV (the
discounted stream of net beneﬁts). The information required for applying this approach in the context of
SLR is an unambiguous probabilistic prediction of future sea levels (section 2.2).
In situations of deep uncertainty, expected outcomes cannot be computed, and alternatives cannot be
ranked across states of the world. Alternative approaches called robust decision making (RDM) can be
applied and have been promoted speciﬁcally for climate change related decisions due to the deep uncertainty
in emission, mitigation, and socioeconomic scenarios (Heal & Millner, 2014; Lempert & Schlesinger, 2001).
The objective of RDM is to identify alternatives that perform reasonably well, that is, are robust, under a wide
range of future states of the world. This includes so‐called exploratory modeling methods that rely on simulation models to create large ensemble of plausible future scenarios for each alternative and then use search
and visualization techniques to extract robust alternatives (Lempert & Schlesinger, 2000). A range of attributes such as costs, beneﬁts, regret, reversibility, and security margins may be considered to characterize
alternatives and deﬁne robustness criteria (McPhail et al., 2018). Used in a wider sense, RDM also includes
methods that follow similar ideas (Hall et al., 2012; Roach et al., 2016) such as robust optimization (Ben‐Tal
et al., 2009), info gap theory (Ben‐Haim, 2006), and decision analyses employing robust decision criteria
such as minimax and minimax regret (Niehans, 1948; Savage, 1951). The SLR information required for
RDM approaches is high‐end SLR scenarios and, for some methods such as robust optimization and minimax regret, also low‐end SLR scenarios. The more uncertainty intolerant users are the higher (lower) and,
more unlikely, the high‐end (low‐end) scenario should be. If users are very uncertainty intolerant, the best
piece of information for RDM would be an upper bound for SLR (Hinkel et al., 2015).
A second criterion for choosing between expected utility approaches and RDM approaches is uncertainty
tolerance. When stakeholders have a low uncertainty tolerance, expected utility approaches are generally
less suitable, because the goal of uncertainty intolerant decision makers may be to avoid major damages
under worst case or a wide range of circumstances. An adaptation strategy developed based on the
HINKEL ET AL.
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maximization of expect utility may not fullﬁl such goals, because high‐end damages occurring can exceed
expected damages by orders of magnitude. For example, a CBA may ﬁnd that a dike that protects against
the 1,000‐year ﬂood has the highest expected net beneﬁts, but the damages of a 10,000‐year ﬂood may still
be unacceptable to society. To some extent, uncertainty intolerance can be considered in expected utility
methods through a risk premium, sensitivity analysis, and so forth (e.g., Pratt, 1964; Tversky &
Kahneman, 1992), but if uncertainty tolerance is low, RDM methods may be a better choice.
In ﬂood risk management practice, scenario‐based CBA is often used, which is an approach that sits between
expected utility maximization and RDM (HMT, 2007; Romijn & Renes, 2013). Here expected aggregated
utility (as NPV) is computed but only within each scenario and not across scenarios. Hence, this approach
cannot uniquely rank alternatives to identify the one with the highest expected utility across states of the
world. However, the results of this approach (i.e., one NPV for each combination of alternatives and scenarios) can inform decision makers in their choice and/or can be used as attributes in RDM approaches.
4.2. Flexible Decision Making
Both optimal and RDM methods can be combined with ﬂexible decision‐making approaches that are applicable if there is the opportunity of learning more about sea levels within the time horizon of the coastal adaptation decision. Given the large uncertainties in future sea levels and the long decision horizons involved in
many coastal adaptation decisions, a meaningful strategy is to break decisions down into stages and favor
ﬂexible alternatives over nonﬂexible ones, in order to delay decisions where possible until more is known
about SLR (Hallegatte, 2009). For example, a ﬂexible protection approach would be to build small dikes
on foundations designed for higher dikes, wait to see how SLR unfolds, and if necessary raise the dike further
at a later stage. A prominent and lightweight method that addresses the objective of ﬂexibility is adaptation
pathway analysis (Haasnoot et al., 2011). The SLR information needed for this method is similar to one of
RDM discussed above.
There is, however, another class of DA methods that goes further than adaptation pathways and brings along
new requirements for SLR information. Adaptation pathway analysis cannot answer the question of how
much ﬂexibility and what timing of adaptation is economically efﬁcient or robust. Delaying decisions and
opting for ﬂexible alternatives generally introduces extra costs, because (a) ﬂexible alternatives are often
more expensive than their inﬂexible counterparts and (b) expected ﬂood damages increase if a decision is
postponed. An important consideration therefore is to balance the cost of delaying decisions with the beneﬁts of deciding later when more information is available. This is precisely the decision problem that real‐
options analysis (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994) and decision‐tree analysis (Conrad, 1980) can address. The former
is an extension of CBA with the arrival of new information and thus can only be applied when probabilistic
predictions are available as discussed above.
The application of real‐options analysis and decision‐tree analysis to assess the trade‐off between adapting
now or in the future requires what can be called second‐order sea level information or learning information,
that is, scenarios of what kind of information we are likely to have in the future (e.g., in 30 years) about
future SLR (i.e., beyond 30 years). See Figure 3 for an example.

5. Meeting the Identiﬁed Needs
This section explores, for each of the four SLR information requirements identiﬁed in the last section
(Figure 1), to what extent these needs are or can be met given the state of the art of SLR science.
5.1. Probabilistic Sea‐Level Predictions
As illustrated in section 3, the application of expected utility methods requires a situation of shallow uncertainty in the sense that uncertainty can be captured through a single unambiguous probabilistic prediction.
As local mean sea level uncertainty results from the interaction of (emission/mitigation) scenario uncertainty, climate model uncertainty, internal variability, and uncertainties in vertical land movement, this
requirement must be met for each of these four contributors. In addition, the degree of statistical dependence
between each major contributor of local mean sea levels must be known. The remainder of this subsection
assesses to what extent these conditions can be met for major contributors to local mean SLR uncertainty. If
not all conditions can be met simultaneously, uncertainty is deep, and RDM methods need to be applied.
HINKEL ET AL.
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For scenario uncertainty, objective probabilities cannot be derived; otherwise, scenarios would not be used
in the ﬁrst place. Whether subjective probabilities can, or should, be attached to emission scenarios has been
extensively debated in the climate change community. The main argument in favor of attaching subjective
probabilities is that decision makers might misinterpret the absence of probabilities as the emission scenarios being equally likely (Schneider, 2001). Arguments against this include that the space of possible future
emissions is insufﬁciently sampled by any number of scenarios and individuals are likely to signiﬁcantly
disagree on subjective probabilities of emission scenarios (Lempert & Schlesinger, 2001; Stirling, 2010).
The latter arguments seem to have won the debate, at least only a few studies that have attached subjective
probabilities to emission/mitigation scenarios exist in the climate impact literature. In the SLR rise‐related
decision‐making literature, examples of assigning equal probabilities to climate scenarios (Michelle
Woodward et al., 2014), non‐equal probabilities (Abadie, 2018), and multiple sets of subjective probabilities
(Dawson et al., 2018) can be found.
Without probabilities for emission scenarios, future sea levels can only be characterized as a single unambiguous probability distribution if scenario uncertainty is small enough and can be ignored. Small enough in
the context of expected utility approaches means that the results are insensitive to the choice of the scenario,
because SLR projections do not signiﬁcantly diverge between the lowest and highest emission/concentration
scenarios. Until the middle of the century, differences between global mean SLR projections due to differences in scenarios are generally small (Garner et al., 2018; Horton et al., 2018), but the point in time when
scenarios diverge differs across locations and depends on the metric applied for detecting divergence. As an
illustration, we take the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) SLR projections (Church et al., 2013) together with
interannual sea level variability from global tide gauge stations from Woodworth et al. (2016), to assess the
year of scenario divergence, using a 10% threshold in the statistical distance between the distributions of
RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 (Figure 4). We consider only the upper half of the distributions, as we are interested
in an upward shift of the RCP8.5 distribution relative to the RCP2.6 distribution and not so much in changes
in shape. See the supporting information for details on methods applied. The year of scenario divergence varies geographically, as this depends on regionally varying SLR projections and on the variability of all sea level
components, which differ across regions (Le Cozannet et al., 2015; Little et al., 2015). For 8% of the stations,
divergence occurs before 2035, and for 9% of the stations, this occurs after 2050. The year of divergence can
vary over short distances, because the local mean sea level variability can vary dependent on the speciﬁc placement of the tide gauges stations. Such local variation can be seen, for example, along the U.S. East Coast.
The threshold of 10% is arbitrary and must be chosen with respect to the uncertainty tolerance of the
involved stakeholders and other aspects of the decision context. The more tolerant stakeholders are to uncertainty, the larger the differences between SLR from high‐end and low‐end emission scenarios that can be
accepted. We have chosen 10% as a ﬁrst signal that the distributions can no longer be considered indistinguishable, because expected utility approaches normally take into account the damages resulting from
extreme sea levels and small variations in mean SLR may have a large effect on the expected ﬂood damages
of extremes. To test the sensitivity of the year of divergence to the choice of threshold and the inclusion of
extremes, results for threshold values of 10% and 33% are compared in the supporting information.
Regarding the model uncertainty and internal variability, one main challenge in producing probabilistic predictions lies in fully capturing seasonal to multidecadal variability, which can dominate sea level changes on
these time scales (Roberts et al., 2016). For example, in the western tropical Paciﬁc mean sea levels during El
Niño/La Niña events can be 20–30 cm higher or lower (Becker et al., 2012). This variability is currently not
fully captured in available climate and SLR projections for two reasons. First, modes of climate variability
such as El Niño/La Niña events are poorly resolved, and hence, interannual variability is underestimated
(Meehl et al., 2016; Miles et al., 2014). Second, the models used for projections do not start from an observed
state, and hence, the representation of interannual variability is not expected to be in phase across the multimodel ensemble, which means that averaging across many climate models in developing SLR projections
tends to cancel out the interannual variability (e.g., McInnes et al., 2015). High‐resolution climate simulations initialized with observed states can provide better short‐term predictions including a wider range of
the full seasonal to interannual variability, but forecasting skills vary from region to region depending on
the extent to which the dominant modes of variability are captured in the model or not (McIntosh et al.,
2015; Miles et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2016; Widlansky et al., 2017). For example, the skill of forecasts for
sea levels is low in extratropical regions because of the inherent ocean variability and because of the
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Figure 4. Year of scenario divergence between mean sea level projection for RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 for all tide‐gauge sites
with sufﬁcient observational data relative to a 1986–2005 baseline (bottom panel). Time of divergence is deﬁned using a
10% threshold in the statistical distance between the two distributions, which can be graphically interpreted as the ﬁrst
year in which at least 10% of the area under the PDF of RCP8.5 lies outside of the area under the upper half (i.e., above the
50th percentile) of the PDF of RCP2.6. The top panels show mean sea level projections and corresponding year of scenario
divergence for one tide gauge station with low variability (Papeete) and one with high variability (Cuxhaven).

limited predictability of wind and atmospheric variability in these regions (Roberts et al., 2016). The
initialization to observed states becomes important for decision making if this step signiﬁcantly alters the
expected utility computed from the sea level distribution, which is the case when the internal variability
is high as compared to other components of sea level change. Similarly to the case of scenario uncertainty
discussed above, the higher the uncertainty tolerance of the user, the higher differences can be tolerated.
In any case, an ensemble of climate models not initialized to the observed state can still be used to make
probabilistic predictions on longer time scales before scenarios diverge.
Regarding the vertical land movement component of local sea level change, paleo‐records and geodetic measurements can provide useful information on long‐term gradual vertical land movement (e.g., Horton et al.,
2018; Wöppelmann & Marcos, 2016). However, future vertical land movements are especially difﬁcult to
quantify and can hardly be included in a probabilistic framework when the two following types of processes
are involved. In tectonic active areas, vertical ground motion during or after earthquakes can lead to abrupt
large changes in sea levels that are difﬁcult to predict (Ballu et al., 2011). Similarly, human‐induced land
subsidence due to drainage and ground ﬂuid or gas abstraction can lead to rates of local SLR of 10 or
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more times higher than those of climate chance induced SLR, especially in delta regions (Syvitski et al.,
2009). Future rates are, however, difﬁcult to predict because these depend on human behavior with regard
to the extent by which this will be managed (Kaneko & Toyota, 2011). Uncertainties in glacial‐isostatic
adjustment have been represented through probabilities by considering the difference between two models
as the standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution, but this cannot give a robust distribution (Jevrejeva
et al., 2014). The contribution of glacial‐isostatic adjustment to local sea level change is, however, generally
small as compared to the other components of local sea levels (except in high‐latitude regions).
In summary, the current state of the art allows the generation of unambiguous probabilistic predictions and
hence the application of expected utility approaches only
1. for the near term (i.e., 2030–2050, depending on the location) before SLR signiﬁcantly diverges between
low and high‐end emission scenarios, and
2. for regions for which tectonic activity and human‐induced subsidence play a minor role in determining
local sea levels. This excludes deltas (due to high human‐induced subsidence) and places located close to
faults or volcanoes, especially near plate boundaries (e.g., Japan, Indonesia, or the Antilles archipelago).
In all other cases, it would be better to apply RDM approaches together with high‐ and low‐end scenarios, as
discussed in section 5.3. Toward this end, high‐ and low‐end sea level outcomes for the near term can be
generated by combining information from observations and model simulations, including seasonal and
decadal forecasts, as demonstrated for precipitation in the United Kingdom (Thompson et al., 2017) and
SLR in Australia (McInnes et al., 2015).
5.2. Upper Bound of SLR
As concluded in section 3, the ideal piece of information for RDM under low levels of uncertainty tolerance
would be an upper bound of SLR for given points of time. In the literature there have been attempts to
produce “upper bounds” for 21st century SLR based on paleo‐records and kinematic constraints on ice sheet
discharge. In this literature, the term upper bound is, however, generally not used in the strict mathematical
sense as used in this paper, but rather in the loose sense of what we call here a high‐end SLR scenario (see
section 2.2.). For example, Pfeffer et al. (2008) conclude that “increases (in sea level by 2100) in excess of 2
meters are physically untenable” based on kinematic constraints in ice sheet discharge. It is, however, difﬁcult to deﬁne the concept of a physical upper bound unambiguously in a SLR context. On the one hand, 2 m
by 2100 is not physically tenable in the sense of being inconsistent with the understanding at that time of the
possible processes. On the other hand, one can argue that SLR of more than 2 m by 2100 is physically tenable
in the sense that it does not violate physical laws such as conservation of mass and energy. Physically impossible would be a rise of, say, 80 m by 2100 because there is not enough ice stored on land, but this number
would be of no value for a coastal planner.
In summary, at present we can construct high‐end scenarios that are consistent with limitations imposed by
present understanding, but we cannot provide a true upper bound. This is not to say that the work trying to
deﬁne “upper bounds” based on paleo‐records and kinematic constraints on ice sheet discharge is not helpful for decision making. On the contrary, such results can, together with results of modeling studies, contribute to the generation of high‐end scenarios for users with different levels of uncertainty tolerances as
discussed in the next subsection. For example, the work of Pfeffer et al. (2008) and the work of Rohling
et al. (2008), who estimate a maximum of 2.5 m of global mean SLR per century during the last interglacial
period, have been applied to develop what is termed the H++ high‐end scenario range (Lowe et al., 2009;
Nicholls et al., 2014; Ranger et al., 2013). But more care should be taken in the usage of the term
upper bound.
5.3. High‐End and Low‐End SLR Scenarios for Different Levels of Uncertainty Tolerance
As concluded in section 3, the application of RDM requires high‐end and low‐end scenarios of SLR at different points in time and for different levels of uncertainty tolerance. For this purpose, users with a high uncertainty tolerance can use the uncertainty range given by the lower end of the likely range (i.e., 17th percentile)
for RCP2.6 and the high‐end of the likely range (83rd percentile) for RCP8.5 as provided by the AR5 of the
IPCC (Church et al., 2013; Figure 5). The IPCC projections are a good basis for uncertainty‐tolerant decision
making, because they integrate across a wide range of evidence for which the IPCC authors have at least
medium conﬁdence.
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Figure 5. The construction of low‐end and high‐end mean SLR scenarios for 2100 (relative to 1986–2005) applicable in
robust decision making for users with different levels of uncertainty tolerance. The ranges are derived by combing lowest (i.e., RCP2.6) and highest (i.e., RCP8.5) cumulative probability distributions of studies with the same conﬁdence levels
into p‐boxes (shaded areas). The left panel shows the construction of a p‐box combining Kopp et al. (2017) and Le Bars
et al. (2017), both based on the DeConto and Pollard (2016) and hence considered to be very low conﬁdence studies. The
right‐hand panel adds to this very low conﬁdence p‐box (green area), a low conﬁdence p‐box based on Kopp et al. (2014)
and Jackson and Jevrejeva (2016) (red area), and a medium conﬁdence p‐box based on the likely ranges of
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report (Church et al., 2013; blue area), assuming they
follow a partial Gaussian distribution. Finally, the following three sets of low‐ to high‐end sea level rise scenarios for robust
decision making are attained by choosing more extreme percentiles and lower conﬁdence levels the lower a user's
uncertainty tolerance is (i) the 17th and 83rd percentiles of the medium conﬁdence p‐box for the user with a high level of
uncertainty tolerance, (ii) the 5th and 95th percentiles of the low conﬁdence p‐box for the user with a medium level of
uncertainty tolerance, and (iii) the 5th and 95th percentiles of the very low conﬁdence p‐box for the user with a low level of
uncertainty tolerance. In the left panel, g* and g** refer to two interpretations of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project Phase 5 ensemble uncertainty (see Le Bars et al., 2017).

For less uncertainty‐tolerant users, the situation is more complex, because uncertainty‐intolerant decision
making also requires taking account of SLR beyond the likely range, as well as lower conﬁdence lines of
evidence that have not been included in the generation of the IPCC projections (Hinkel et al., 2015).
In recognition of this need other studies have generated percentiles beyond the likely range by ﬁtting probability distributions to available data from model ensembles including the 17th and 83rd percentiles provide
by AR5 (e.g., Grinsted et al., 2015; J. Hunter, 2012; J. R. Hunter et al., 2013; Jevrejeva, Moore, et al., 2014;
Kopp et al., 2014; Le Bars et al., 2017; Le Cozannet et al., 2015; Nauels et al., 2017). The caveat of this
approach is that there is lower conﬁdence in the understanding of the physical processes contributing to
SLR percentiles outside of the likely range as compared to those processes contributing to SLR within the
likely range. In addition, there is no physical reasoning for why the distribution should continue to hold
its shape in the tails. For these reasons, the authors of the AR5 have included only the likely range into their
SLR scenarios, although they did consider the potential for a larger Antarctic contribution (Church
et al., 2013).
To go beyond the likely range, studies have also drawn upon additional but lower conﬁdence lines of
evidence on the contribution of the Antarctic ice, which is the component of SLR contributing most to the
distribution's tail‐end uncertainty. On the one hand, this includes studies that have used structured expert
elicitation (e.g., Bamber & Aspinall, 2013; De Vries & Van de Wal, 2015; Grinsted et al., 2015; Horton
et al., 2014; Jackson & Jevrejeva, 2016; Jevrejeva, Grinsted, et al., 2014; Kopp et al., 2014; Le Bars et al.,
2017). Structured expert elicitation has been applied successfully for characterizing risks such as earthquakes, volcanos, and dam failures (Aspinall, 2010) It has, however, been argued that this method is less
applicable in areas in which social behavior inﬂuences outcomes, because experts lack so‐called predictive
capabilities in these areas (Morgan, 2014). This is precisely the case for climate change, as its magnitude
depends on GHG emissions and hence the mitigation behavior of society. Furthermore, there has been effectively no previous learning experience with the rapid changes in mean sea levels expected.
On the other hand, this includes studies that have used results of the new ice sheet model of DeConto and
Pollard (henceforth DP16) to estimate contribution of the Antarctic ice (DeConto & Pollard, 2016; Kopp
et al., 2014; Le Bars et al., 2017; Nauels et al., 2017). The projections of DP16 for Antarctic ice sheet mass
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loss are much higher than those of other recent publications (Golledge et al., 2015; Levermann et al., 2014;
Ritz et al., 2015), because their model produces widespread early surface melting of ice shelves, leading to
hydrofracturing and complete collapse (as occurred for the Larsen B ice shelf in 2002), and subsequent
marine ice cliff instability (MICI) in many places. While this is physically plausible, this chain of processes
has so far not been observed, and the most recent publications (Edwards et al., 2019; Golledge et al., 2019)
ﬁnd a much smaller Antarctic contributions by 2100 as well as that it is not essential that the ice cliff
mechanism is required to simulate paleo sea level observations. For those regions where Antarctica is
currently retreating (Thwaites glacier in particular), the general understanding is that it is not due to the
above mentioned chain of processes but rather due to enhanced basal melting below the ice shelves
(Joughin et al., 2014; Rignot et al., 2014). Also, the currently available projections of the tails of the PDF have
tended to use one input for Antarctica rather than the full suite of available information.
In summary, a dilemma remains. While uncertainty intolerant decision making requires SLR information
beyond the likely range, efforts to go beyond this range have serious caveats and hence provide lower conﬁdence information. As a result, different studies provide very different SLR estimates for the same percentiles
(Figure 5), and this is likely to continue to be the case in the future.
One strategy to address this dilemma offered by decision sciences is not to combine results of different studies, model runs, or expert opinions but rather to report disaggregated results and document the reasons why
these differ (Morgan, 2014; Stirling, 2010). For example, in the case of DP16, it could be documented that
their results depend on a single model of a chain of processes that is plausible but has so far limited observational evidence. The very uncertainty intolerant user could then decide to consider these lower conﬁdence
estimates. The main caveat associated with this strategy is that it requires well‐informed users.
An alternative strategy put forward by decision sciences in situations in which probabilities are poorly
deﬁned is to combine model runs, sea level components, and studies using reasoning based on extraprobabilistic theories such as possibility theory or imprecise probability theory instead of probability theory (Dubois,
2007; Le Cozannet, Manceau, & Rohmer, 2017). For example, the probabilistic ranges (e.g., the likely ranges)
and the probabilistic projections provided by studies could be combined into a single probability box (p‐box)
that gives the smallest and largest probability distribution for all studies considered. See Figure 5a for an
illustration of this and Garner et al. (2018) for p‐boxes combining distributions from semiempirical and probabilistic studies published since AR5.
Similarly, ensemble maxima of various sea level components could be summed up to produce a high‐end
SLR scenario (Jevrejeva, Grinsted, et al., 2014). If the component maxima are possible, then the sum of these
should also be possible, unless there is an anticorrelation among them. The same reasoning should also be
applied to broaden the physical basis for producing high‐end SLR scenarios. Up to now, efforts such as the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (Eyring et al., 2016) and Ice Sheet Model Intercomparison Project
(Nowicki et al., 2016) have been established to provide information on the middle ranges or best estimates
of distribution of climate variables. Alternative modeling experiments explicitly targeted at developing
high‐end scenarios could be established, making worst‐case assumption for model parameters, initial conditions, and forcing. The main caveat of combining all expert options, model runs, and studies into a single p‐
box is that the resulting very wide uncertainty range is only useful for users with a low uncertainty tolerance.
The caveats of both of these strategies can be addressed, to the extent possible, by placing expert conﬁdence
judgments on different studies and only combining those studies that have the same conﬁdence level
(Figure 5). The conﬁdence assigned to a study depends on lines of evidence informing a study and the extent
to which they are consistent (Mastrandrea et al., 2011). We illustrate this by grouping a couple of recent
studies into the following three conﬁdence levels.
1. Medium conﬁdence: First, we take the AR5 scenarios, which have not estimated probabilities beyond the
likely range due to insufﬁcient evidence available at the time of writing. We follow AR5 authors in assigning medium conﬁdence to these.
2. Low conﬁdence: Second we combine the probability distributions of studies that have used the expert
judgment of Bamber and Aspinall (2013) to estimate probabilities beyond the likely range, notable
Kopp et al. (2014) and Jackson and Jevrejeva (2016). These studies receive a lower conﬁdence level than
AR5, because we consider going beyond the likely range through expert judgment yields lower
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conﬁdence results, as discussed above. Note that the higher percentiles of Jackson and Jevrejeva lie
above those of Kopp et al., because the former use the distributions of Bamber and Aspinall (2013) as
is, while Kopp et al. (2014) scale the distributions to agree in their likely ranges with the AR5 ice sheet
projections. Here we do not consider this difference as a necessary condition for opening up an additional
group of studies.
3. Very low conﬁdence: Third, we combine the probability distributions of studies based on DP16, notably
Kopp et al. (2017) and Le Bars et al. (2017). We assign a very low conﬁdence to these studies due to their
results being conditional on a single and observationally poorly constrained line of evidence (i.e., a single
ice sheet model), and the much lower projections from the most recent studies (Edwards et al., 2019;
Golledge et al., 2019).
This categorization, together with the percentiles of the imprecise probability distributions thus attained for
each category of conﬁdence levels, can then be used for selecting low to high‐end SLR scenarios for RDM
based on the uncertainty tolerances of users. The lower the uncertainty tolerance of a user is, the lower
conﬁdence level information should be taken into account (Figure 5).
Note that the categorization of studies into different groups of equal conﬁdence is a dynamic and subjective
task based on expert judgment. The categories applied, and the conﬁdence judgments made, will vary in
time as part of the progression in scientiﬁc understanding. This task cannot be avoided at this stage if SLR
science shall be used to inform decisions, given the diversity of methodologies applied and ambiguity among
the studies available. Furthermore, this task is already well established within assessments of scientiﬁc evidence such as the one of the IPCC. In addition, despite the subjectivity of this task, the scientiﬁc debate offers
some clear‐cut criteria for classifying studies into different levels of conﬁdence. At the time of writing of AR5,
a main criterion was to distinguish studies based on process‐based models (judged to be of medium conﬁdence) and those based on semiempirical models (judged to be of low conﬁdence; Church et al., 2013).
Post AR5, there have been several publications projecting the contribution of Antarctica through expert
judgment and through the consideration of new processes such as MICI, which are the criteria applied here
to constitute the conﬁdence level categories.
Moreover, the procedure of categorizing studies and deriving low‐ to high‐end scenarios for different levels
of uncertainty tolerance needs to consider all relevant studies and methodologies for deriving sea level information, including those methods in which conﬁdence is lower, such as semiempirical models, paleo‐records,
and kinematic constraints on ice sheet discharge (Hinkel et al., 2015). One advantage of the proposed procedure based on possibility reasoning is thereby that it can combine SLR information given in the form of
probabilistic scenarios (i.e., the studies used in Figure 5) with nonprobabilistic information (e.g., the kinematic constraints on ice sheet discharge by Pfeffer et al. as discussed above; Le Cozannet, Manceau, &
Rohmer, 2017; Le Cozannet, Nicholls, et al., 2017).
Finally, a seeming caveat of this strategy based on possibilities is that probabilistic information is lost. From
the adaptation perspective, however, the probabilities available through probabilistic scenarios have no
direct meaning, because they are conditional on a given emission/mitigation scenario. For example, if one
chooses the 95th percentile of SLR under RCP8.5, this does not mean that there is a 5% chance of SLR being
higher than this. Under the assumption that RCP8.5 would be the highest possible GHG concentration
scenario, the chance of exceeding the 95th percentile of RCP8.5 would be smaller than 5%. This assumption
is, however, not evident. For example, it has been argued that there is a 35% chance that greenhouse concentrations will exceed those of RCP8.5 (Christensen et al., 2018). But even if this assumption was to hold,
“smaller than 5%” is an imprecise probabilistic statement that cannot be directly used for probabilistic decision making using expected utility approaches.
5.4. Learning Scenarios
Section 3 showed that ﬂexible decision‐making methods require second‐order SLR information in the
form of learning scenarios describing what kind of SLR information we could plausibly have at different
points in time in the future. In principle, such learning scenarios can be generated based on two kinds of
learning pathways.
First, we will learn by having more sea level observations available. As the climate and SLR signal become
larger compared to the background natural variability, we will be able detect when the local SLR signal
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emerges from the noise (Carson et al., 2016;Haigh et al., 2014 ; Lyu et al., 2014). It might then become
possible to better constrain models with the newly available observations. This is analogous to constraining
the transient climate sensitivity and surface temperature increases (Allen et al., 2000; Stott & Kettleborough,
2002) by combining current models of warming with observations of detectable warming to estimate how
future projections from models might be modiﬁed in view of the real‐world response. Such approaches of
observationally constraining or ﬁltering projections are starting to be applied to SLR studies (Goodwin
et al., 2017; Kopp et al., 2017). However, questions remain on the choice of most appropriate observations
to use, and whether changes in the balance of processes contributing to sea level in the future mean that
these observational ﬁlters remain physically sensible for that period. There is further difﬁculty related to
applying multiple different constraints to climate simulations and their consistency. Some of the difﬁculties
of applying emergent constraints, albeit to a different aspect of climate response, are described by Caldwell
et al. (2018). Thus, while this approach does offer prospects to reduce uncertainty, progress in this area for
SLR is complex because of the multiple components of the total SLR.
The second pathway for learning is the improvement of models with respect to a range of potentially important processes. This includes improved representation of dynamical changes in ice sheets, where large progress has been made in recent years, both theoretically (Bassis & Walker, 2012; Haseloff & Sergienko, 2018;
Pattyn, 2018) and practically, through the development of efﬁcient numerical techniques (Cornford et al.,
2013; Nias et al., 2016). A remaining challenge is the simulation of ocean circulation beneath ice shelves
and the consequent basal melting within the framework of the global models used for climate projection
(Lazeroms et al., 2018; Reese et al., 2017), which typically have insufﬁcient spatial resolution for this purpose
and substantial errors in their reproduction of the basal melt rates below the ice shelves and the circulation
in the Southern Ocean. Coupled models of this kind are emerging (Nowicki et al., 2016) and present
technical challenges.
In both cases, the challenge of deriving learning scenarios consists of estimating today how much we will
have learned at a given point in time in the future (Figure 3). The few applications of SLR‐related ﬂexible
decision‐making methods in the literature have generally used ad‐hoc assumptions made without involvement of SLR sciences. For example, Woodward et al. (2011) assumed either perfect learning (i.e., in 2040
we will be sure on which SLR trajectory we will be on) or no learning (i.e., uncertainty ranges and conﬁdence
remain as today). Others have used past learning rates attained from comparing the 2002 and 2009 SLR projections of the U.K. Climate Impacts Programme (Dawson et al., 2018). These ad‐hoc assumptions could be
greatly improved through systematic and designated co‐operation between the SLR and decision sciences. In
the case of learning by observations, the time of emergence literature (Haigh et al., 2014; Lyu et al., 2014)
provides a good starting point, but more speciﬁc information than knowing whether SLR accelerates or
not would be needed for decision making. In the second case of learning through improving process understanding and models, expert judgment is inevitable, acknowledging all the caveats associated with this
approach as discussed above.

6. Conclusions
We have identiﬁed three types of SLR information applicable to coastal decisions and attainable given the
state of the art of sea level science. First, unambiguous probabilistic predictions would be useful in order
to apply expected utility approaches for choosing efﬁcient adaptation alternatives. These can only be
attained for situations of shallow uncertainty, which, in a SLR context, arise only (i) for the near term
(i.e., 2030–2050) before SLR signiﬁcantly diverges between low‐ and high‐end emission scenarios and (ii)
for locations for which the contributions of human‐induced subsidence and abrupt tectonics to local sea
level changes are small.
Second, in all other cases of coastal adaptation uncertainty is deep and high‐end and low‐end SLR scenarios
chosen for different levels of uncertainty tolerance need to be applied in RDM approaches. Developing these
scenarios requires expert judgment categorizing available studies into groups of equal levels of conﬁdence,
and deriving low‐ to high‐end uncertainty ranges for each category by combining results of studies using
reasoning based on possibilities. The lower the uncertainty tolerance of a user is, the lower the conﬁdence
level information that should be considered.
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Third, learning scenarios, estimating what will plausibly be known about SLR at given points in the future,
can further improve decision making. These can be applied, together with methods for ﬂexible decision
making, in order to understand how much ﬂexibility and what timing of adaptation is economically efﬁcient
or robust. Developing learning scenarios for SLR constitutes a new strand of research with a high relevance
for practical decision making.
Finally, meaningful upper bounds of SLR, which would be a useful piece of information for users with a very
low tolerance to uncertainty, cannot be attained from a physical perspective. High‐end scenarios should be
used instead.
These results illustrate that the classical division of work of physical science producing SLR information and
others converting and communicating this information is fraught because the production of suitable information depends on the kinds of decisions users are facing. This reiterates the importance of coproduction of
sea level information between producers and users of this information.
Within such coproduction, the role of physical science scholars is, in addition to advancing the understanding of physical processes, to place conﬁdence judgments on the various lines of SLR evidence available and to produce the probabilistic predictions, high‐end SLR scenarios, and learning scenarios
required for coastal decisions. IPCC assessment reports provide such information, but the IPCC cannot
make judgments about issues that go beyond the science, which are speciﬁcally outside its remit. It is
the role of decision makers, who are the users of the information from physical scientists, to judge
how much risk they are willing to take, informed by the experts' conﬁdence judgments on available
studies. This requires well‐informed users but is probably the only robust way forward at this time.
The role of the decision analyst is to bridge between producers and users by making sure that DA
methods and available lines of evidence on SLR are used in a meaningful way to address users' decisions,
their uncertainty preferences, and context.
The organization of coproduction entails some challenges for climate services to address. A ﬁrst challenge is
to prevent the misinterpretation of sea level studies that emerge between the IPCC assessment cycles of
7 years. For example, the publication of high SLR projections based on the high contribution of Antarctic
ice loss from DeConto and Pollard (2016) has led to considerable concern among decision makers, asking
themselves whether existing SLR guidance and policies would need to be replaced (e.g., David Behar,
Climate Program Director at San Francisco Public Utilities Commission, personal communication; Dr.
Jean Palutikof, Director, National Climate Change Adaptation Research Facility, Australia, personal communication). This example shows that it would be beneﬁcial to have an expert judgment process in place
that assesses the literature and places authoritative conﬁdence judgments on newly emerging SLR studies,
similar to the IPCC assessment process, but on shorter time scales. The study of DeConto and Pollard
(2016), for example, would have received a lower conﬁdence level because projections are based on the
newly modeled process of MICI combined with hydrofracturing that is poorly empirically constrained.
Only users with a low uncertainty tolerance would need to consider such new information.
A key question thereby is on which level to organize the process of drawing together experts for placing
authoritative conﬁdence judgments on studies. On the one hand, it would be desirable to organize this at
the global level, as most of the relevant mean sea level studies are global in scope. On the other hand,
whether expert judgment is perceived to be authoritative by decision makers is often determined by national
authority, and face‐to‐face interactions and the development of mutual trust between experts and users
(Brandt et al., 2013; Mielke et al., 2017; Reed, 2008). For example, the current provisioning of SLR scenarios
is generally organized nationally or even more locally in the case of big cities such as London, New York, and
Tokyo, which have the resources and expertise to run their own expert processes (Le Cozannet, Nicholls,
et al., 2017). One way to address this tension would be a multilevel process in which local and national climate services co‐operate within a joint global process placing conﬁdence assessment on studies and providing mean sea level range for different levels of conﬁdence as illustrated in this paper. This would also be
beneﬁcial for those countries and cities that cannot afford their own assessment processes.
In any case, the authoritativeness and reliability of this process stand and fall with the selection of the
experts. While there is no universal recipe available for this step, the scientiﬁc system provides a number
of metrics such as citation indices that can be used as criteria. Furthermore, the literature on expert
judgment highlights that the group of experts selected must be representative of the scientiﬁc community,
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including all distinct views and methods applied, and that the process should be open, transparent, and well
documented (Clayton, 1997; Morgan, 2014; Otway & Winterfeldt, 1992).
Regardless of how to organize the process of placing conﬁdence judgments on emerging new SLR studies,
there are many challenges that can only be addressed through local coastal climate services. For example,
users need to be encouraged to understand their planning and response times. So if a new study emerges
about higher sea levels at 2100 but small differences for the next 30 years and an adaptation response can
be applied in less than 5 years, it might be ﬁne to wait for the next IPCC cycle. However, if it took 25 years
to fund, plan, and build their adaptation response, the 7‐year delay could really matter.
More broadly, the DA procedure applied here for generating information on mean SLR for local adaptation
purposes provides a general structure for the codevelopment of suitable climate information. In order to
comprehensibly support adaptation decisions, the same procedure needs to be applied to other aspects of
sea levels, such as extreme sea levels, waves, and other relevant climate variables. This offers a wide range
of interesting research opportunities that can only be addressed as joint efforts between physical sea level
science, decision science, and the end‐user community.
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